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4. Structures and Spread of UCBs

4.1. In terms of geographical spread, UCBs are unevenly distributed across the states. Five states
viz., Maharashtra, Gujarat, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu account for 1523 out of 1924
banks that presently comprise the sector. Further, the UCBs in these states account for
approximately 82% of the deposits and advances of the sector as may be seen from the table below:
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Maharashtra

639

26.68

60,72,498

55.08

37,42,401.2

55.09

Gujarat

321

15.24

16,27,946

14.77

9,70,287.03

14.28

Karnataka

300

14.25

8,35,274

7.58

5,37,186.7

7.91

Tamil Nadu

132

6.27

3,10,521

2.82

2,12,113.28

3.12

Andhra

131

6.22

2,11,324

1.92

1,37,888.23

2.03

Pradesh
Total

1,523

2,106

90,57,563

82.15

55,99,876.5

82.44

For all UCBs in the country, the total Deposits are Rs. 1,10,25,642 lakhs and total Advances are
Rs. 67,93,017 lakhs.

5.

Regulatory Environment

The urban co-operative banks are regulated and supervised by State Registrars of Co-operative
Societies, Central Registrar of Co-operative Societies in case of Multi-state

co-operative banks and

by Reserve Bank. The Registrars of Co-operative Societies of the States exercise powers under the
respective Co-operative Societies Act of the States in regard to incorporation, registration,
management, amalgamation, reconstruction or liquidation. In case of the urban co-operative banks
having multi-state presence, the Central Registrar of Co-operative Societies, New Delhi, exercises
such powers. The banking related functions, such as issue of license to start new banks / branches,
matters relating to interest rates, loan policies, investments, prudential exposure norms etc. are
regulated and supervised by the Reserve Bank of India under the provisions of the Banking
Regulation Act, 1949(AACS). Various Committees in the past, which went into working of the UCBs,
have found that the multiplicity of command centers and the absence of clear-cut demarcation
between the functions of State Governments and the Reserve Bank have been the most vexatious
problems of urban cooperative banking movement. This duality of command is largely responsible for
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most of the difficulties in implementing regulatory measures with the required speed and urgency and
impedes effective supervision.

6. Strategy

6.1 State Specific Approach
6.1.1. The strategy to deal with the UCBs may need to be state specific, one that involves the
concerned State Government, RBI and the UCBs operating in the state. A State level Task Force on
Co-operative Urban Banks (TAFCUB) comprising the Regional Director (RD) of the RBI for the
concerned state, Registrar of Cooperative Societies, an official from Central Office of Urban Banks
Department (UBD), in-charge of UBD of the concerned Regional Office of RBI and a representative
each from NAFCUB and the State Federation of the UCBs, could be set up, in each of the 5 states
with high concentration of UCBs and in a few other states having, say, more than 50 banks to explore
viable state specific solutions, including, on the future set up of the existing unlicensed banks whose
license applications are pending with the RBI. Similar approaches may be considered for other states
in a second phase after assessing the working of the state specific approach in the five states and in
states with more than 50 UCBs. However, if any state prefers to adopt the approach in the first phase
itself, RBI could consider the proposal appropriately.

6.1.2

The Regional Director (RD) of the RBI and RCS of the concerned state could be the

Chairman and co-chairman of TAFCUB, respectively. Each TAFCUB could identify the weak but
viable (non-scheduled) UCBs in the respective states and frame a time bound programme for revival
of such entities. It would identify the nature and extent of funds required to be infused, the changes in
management where necessary and suggest periodical milestones to be achieved. The RBI would
closely monitor the progress made by the bank vis-à-vis the revival plan and initiate appropriate
action, in case of non-achievement of the targets, as per the plan. Further, UCBs which are not found
viable by the TAFCUB, could be required to exit from banking business either through merger with
strong banks, if such merger makes economic sense to the acquiring bank, or through voluntary
conversion into a cooperative society by paying off the non-member deposits and withdrawing from
the payment system and if there is not other viable option they could even be taken into liquidation by
the Registrar at the behest of the RBI. The proposed terms of reference of TAFCUB is given in
Appendix.

6.1.3. The guidelines on merger and amalgamations (M&A) of UCBs have been issued vide our
circular UBD.No.(PCB)Cir.36/09.169.00/2004-05 dated February 2, 2005. These guidelines provide
that Reserve Bank of India may consider proposals for merger and amalgamation in the following
circumstances:

